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SIZE OF GROUP AND IN-GROUP ATTRACTION:

FOUR MODELS

Most recent research on interpersonal attraction has focused oa the

characteristics of two individuals that affect the probability that the

two will be positively attracted to each other. Most.notable, of course,

is the current oontroversy over the conditions under which att tude

similar ty has strong effects on attracion and the theoretical explana-7

tion for such. effects (e.g., Byrne, 1971a; Byrne, 1971bi Griffitt and
\

Veitch, 1974; Levinger. 1972; Touhey, 1974; Wright, 1971). Most of this

research has been experimental and/any groups studied have been formed by

the researcher. The fact that interpersonal relat _ns and the dev lop-

ment of attraction between persbns usually takes place Within the context

of a group with its concomitant physical and social structures has been

largely ignored. There has been scant attent" n paid even to variable

long-recognized in the field of small groups or group dynamics as having

consequences for interpersonal relationships (e.g. the functiens of the

group, status structures, rela_'ve positions of individuals in the

physical and social s: uctures, etc.).

Whi is of course more difficult to control variables in field

uations, investigations of such situations must be undertaken (1) to

test the vplicabil ty of laboratory findings to real social situati

and 2) to feed back into laboratory research by providing hypothes

regarding relevant var ables chat need to be held constant systema-

tically varied in experimental research. Indeed, much of the attitude-

attraction debate centers around laborat y-field differences. The



present paper is an examination of one aspect of the attraction pat _rns

in a naturally occurring group, where the patterns are conceived as a

group variable, rather than an individual or pair level variable.

Whether considering separate groups or subgroups of a larger

organization, researchers have recognized that the existence in a group

of positive inte p .rsonal relations is related to the hold the group has

over its members. This relationship works in both directions: the

satisfying relations within the group serve to motivate the members to

remain in the group and pressures to remain in the group motiva e the

members to work towards achieving ..armonions relations within the group.

Among the variables which have been found to .inflnence the nature of

interpersonal relations in a group in a variety of ways is the size of .

the group (e. Baleg and Borgatta, 1955; Cartwright and Zander, 1968,

pp. 102-103; Th- a- and Fink; 1963).

The present pa is concerned wlth the situation where a large

organization composed of subgroups of varying size. The dependent

variable is the likelihood that high attrac ion choices-(friendship and

respect choices) within- the organization are.given to subgroup members.

A relatively small group provides a greater opportunity for members to

get to know each other intimately, but it provides relatively few

potential fr ends, and relatively few tot 1 personal stimuli reach its

members. This is especially true in the setting of a formal organization

where truly intimate contacts are likely to be no m tively discouraged.

lacreasing th _p 'eases the -1 number of interactons

for each individual member and provides more potential friends fr_
0
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whom each member can choose those with whom he is most "compatible."

As with other effects of group size, the effect on attraction

choices is not expected to be perfectly linear. The effects of increas-

ing the size of a group often decrease with the initial size Of the

group. For example the rdifference_in the number of stimuli from

interaction that are available t_ members of two groups of sizes 4 and 6

is the same as the difference in the number of stimuli provided by s oups

of sizes 54 and 56. However, the subjective differences are not the same

in the two comparisons. The number of stimuli that members can perceive

and absorb does not increase linearly with .the size of the group.

Some researchers have noted_that the effects of subgroOp size on the

behavior of members is . more cldsely a linear function of the Jogs- "thm of

the size of the subgroup, rather than a linear:function of 'size

(e Tannenbaum, 1962; -Coleman, 1964: 267-283). Coleman uses data on

friendships among p ricers, where the shop is the subgroup, to test two

mathematical models of the relationship. His discussion is based upon 6

two-directional process model, whi-e the data are considered to repre-

sent the equilibrium state of the system.

The simple linear model tested by.Coleman assumes:that the change ia

the transition rate (movement towards\ii=group friendship choices) per

added oup member is constant. lbe logar thmic model is based on the

a sumption that the change in the transition rate per addedgroup member

is proportional to the reciprocal of group size. Both models support the

hyp:thesip that increasing the size of a g__ p increases the likelihood

that group'M mbers wiN form friendships withln the group. The simple



linear model assumes that the increase Ln this likelihood with one added

group member is the same regardless Of how large the group was before

this addition. The logarithmic model ass mes that _he larger the group

is to begin with, the smaller the jncrease in the rate- of ingroup

friendsh ps as a result of an added group member.

The present paper has several purposes. Using another set of data,

similar in many respects to Coleman's, a comparison sin lar to the one

made by Coleman is replicated; that is, the logarith_ c model is compared

with the simple linear model In addition, t-- more models are proposed

and tested: the threshold model which is a modificat on of the linear

model, and the logarithmic threshold model, which is a combination of the

latter model with the logarithmic model. The imp 1 ic a t ions for the

underlying dynamics of the development of attraction relationships with,

groups are discussed.

The threshold model treats the process that We are describing as a

threshold effect, where the relationship is a positive linear one up to

some.point and'then levels off. The hypothesis would be that there is

some optimum size of group for within-group friendship choices, in the

sense that below this size the group may not provide enough potential

friends and above this size additonal group meMbers do not add substan7

tially to the number of potential fr ends. Thus, up to some size or

range of,sizes, we,expect a positive linear relationship between the size

of the subg oup and the proportion of intra-group attrac_ on choices.

Beyond this size, we expect that increasing the s ze of the subgroup will

not consistently inrease the proportion intr a-group ehoi ces
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Although Coleman verbally describes such a threshold effect (1964: 279

he does not actually test it. Mathematically,, this hypothesis would

amount to assu_rng that the increase in the transition rate per added

group member is constant up to the size threshold and then becomeS zero

for cases beyond the threshold.

It is, of course, difficult to'specify one exact size that serves as

a precise borderline. Two thresholds are used here to test such a model:

50 and 70. The choice of these part cular sizes as thresholds is rather

arbitrary. Three rationales May be offered for such sizes. First,

prelim n^ry inspection of the data being used he. e sugge ted that there

might be cutoff points-at groupi of-sizes 50 and 70. Second, Coleman's

data appear to be consistent with such thresholds. Third, while there is

by no means consensus on this point, 50 members seems to be the maximum

size for a group to be con iddred "sMall" and therefore within the realm

of the field of smell groups. However, a group somewhat larger may still'

allow its members Lhe opportunity to get .to know one another' thus, size

70 is 11s0 included as a threshhold. These h eshold models are compared

with both. the simple linear model and the linear logarithmic model.

The fourth and last model, the logarithmic threshold model, cm

bines the notion of a threshold with-the logarithmic relationship. The

hypothesis regarding interaction in groups is that there are increases in

potentially friendshipproducing contacts With increases in size of the

group, that this increase is inversely proportional to the size of the

group before the addition, and that beyond a critical size there is no

--ase at all
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DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA BASE

The research population is the Maryland State Police force. A

twenty-nine page questionnaire was mailed to all 807 members of the force

in 1966, as,part of a stidy of police careers and p ofessionalism in the

force conducted by Thomas Sm th (Smith, 1968). A cover letter from the

Superintendent of the force was included with the questionnaire- That

letter instructed the respondents to sigu at the bottom that they had

completed the questionnaire and to send that form back to the Superinten-

dent. The questionnaire itself did not include the espondent's name and

was to be send in 'an envelope which was provided to the Center for Social

Organization Studies of the University of Chicago.

Completed questionnaires were returned by 703 of the men. Thus,

87.1% of the men-answered the questionnaire. The Men were asked to na e

their "theee closest friends on the fo ce"; 61.3% of the respondents

named at least one friend. In addition, each -an was asked to name the

three people on the force whom he most respects; 70.3% of respondents

made at least one respect choice.

As in all large formal,organizations, the Maryland State Police has,

several levels of silbgroup division . The_major di- iSion of the fo ce

breaks it down into Headquarters, five Troops, and th ee mIscellaneous.

units v/ith varied functions. The personnel at HeadqUarters can be

furether catego-ized by _their respeCt ve Divisions 'and then Sections

within Divisions. Troop members can be classified by the Barrack whose

Jurisdiction they are within and then by the specific work unit to which
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they are as igned (Barrack, Post or Detachment). Data,analysis has been

carried out using three different categorizations of subgroups, as shown

in Table 1. The first, to which I will refer as the "large" categorize-

Table=4 AbOut Here

tion, consists of 9 subgroups: Headquarters, the 5 Troops, and the 3

The second categorization, referred to asmiscellaneous un

medium," consists of 20 subgroups: 6 Divisions, 11 Barracks, and the 3

scellaneous units. The final categorization, not surprisingly called

"small," includes 43 subgroups: 6 Divisions, 34, Barracks, Posts, and

Detachments, and the 3 Miscellaneous units. It is clear that there is

some overlap: the 6 Div siens are in the medium ahd small categ rizations

and the 3 miscellaneous units are in all 3 categorizations.

The present data have several drawbacks, to their utility for :esting

the relevant models. First, even within the sMall categorization,-there

are only 43 cases. Second, there is some relationship between the siZe

of the subgroup and the function it serves within the organizatioh. This

_ _rue primer ly in the large categorization. Analyses will be perform-

ed to test for effects of group function. Third, within any one

categorization, only a limited range of slies of subgroups is represent-

ed. Thus, subgroups in the large categorization range ,between 8 and 155

members; medium subgroups range f om 8 to 102 members; and small

subgroups range from 8 to 47 members. In the-world of ideal data, tfie

best test of models of the type considered here lgould involve a large

number of subgroups with the same functions and with every size repre-

sen ed by several cases.

9
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There are also-several differences between Coleman's data and the

present data. These differences are potential sources of differential

results, should they ccur. On the other hand, if similar results ire

found despite these differences, then we can be more certain that the

models adequately aestribe the process involved. First, Coleraan grouped

his da a into six data points, rather than analyzing each subgroup as a

value= Thus although Coleman had data on 434 shops with the union,

his scattergrams contain only & points. The analysis in the present

paper treats each subgronp,of the organization as a data point.

Second, Coteman's dependent variable is the proportion of subgroup

members whose best printer friend is within the same shop. The analysis

presented here defines the dependent variable as the proportion of

'choices made by men*in the unit that are given to otheri in the unit.

There are really two differences here. First, all friendship choices are

included (up to a.maximum of 3 for each individual member). Second, the

proport on of within-group choosing is ba-ed pn the total number of

choices rather than individuals. Coleman's dependent variable is cal-

culated by dividing the number of subgroup members whose best friend is

in'the subgroup by the-total number of- subgroup members. The variable

being(used here,is calculated by dividing the number of choices made by =

subgroup members where the person chosen is in the subgroup by thq tot3l

number of choices made by sulnroup members.

The third, and last,major differen-:e between Coleman's data and the

present data is that the union Coleman studied was larger than was the

Maryland State Police at the time it was studied. This dificrencr

10



important with regard to one assumption of the model: that "the 'pool'

f printers outside the shop is the same for a member of'a large shop as

for a member of a small one" (Coleman, 1964: 278). Though the present

data violate this 'assumption more thando the union data, they are still,

within the limits of' Acceptability. Thus, it is being Assumed that, in

an organization of 807 members, the.pool of potential friends outside of

a man's subgroup is the same whether the subgroup has. 8 or 15,5 members.

;

COMP SON BETWEEN-THE SIMPLE LINEAR MODEL AND THE

LINEAR LOGARITHMIC MODEL

In addition.- to the differences between the present data and

Coleman's, there are some differences in the models being tested.
A

Coleman's equation fOr the linear system at equilibrium is 1_ = 1 + ax

AP2.
where x is the number of persons in the shop and p is the proportion of

shop members whose .best printer friend is outside the shop (Coleman,

1964: 279). Similarly, the equilibrium equation for Coleman's logarith

.:

mic 'model is 1 = a In x + b (1964: 282). In contrast T am using a

linear model ofp1 = a ln x + b, where p1 is the .p -)ortion of subgroup

choices that are within, the subgroup. Of course, 1/p2 is completely

determined by pl, althou h the relationship is not perfectly linear.

In order to compare the simple linear model to the linear logarith

mic model, two bivar ate regressions were performed for each of the three

-:tibgroup catego zations' ''The dependent variable for each .of these

ressions was the proportion of attraction (friendship Or espect)

choices made by members of e subgroup that were given to others in Lhe:

11
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subgroup. For the simple linear modeli the independent variable was the

size of the subgroup. For the linear logarithmic model, the independent

variable was the natural log of the size of the subgroup.

In addition to the regressions fer e--h of/the daree sugroup

categor zations, for both friendship and respect, the same analyses were

performed using all of the subgroup categOrizations combined. This was

done in order to increase the number of subgroups included in the

'.analysis and to increase the representation of the various sizes within

one analysis. It must of course be recognized that some of the c'eses are

now."within" others, violating assumptions of independence of oAses. The

major effect of this should:be to inflate the predictive-power attribut-

able to the independent variable. Thus, with this combined data set,

conclusions should not be __Ade about 'the proportion of the variance

explained. However, since this inflation exists regardless of whether

independent,var ble is actual size or the logarithm .of size, these

regressions can Still enable us to compare the two Models.

TAle 2 presents the simple r
2 that results from each

analyses of friendship-choices, along with the

s gnificance of the differences between the correlations for-the two

the

results of t-tests of the

models. Table 3 presents the results for respect choices. (These two

tables also include the results for analyses t_ be discussed later.)

Table 2 About Here

Table 3 About Here

As predicted, the linear model does have some fit to realit- as

12
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eVidehced by the. Magnitude of the p_oportion of_ the variance in n-group

choicea (simple
,-

that is explained by .the size the grOup." The

linear model yields a better fit to the data on Iriendship choices than

respect choices for all categorieations except the "small' one. This

latter anomaly may .result from a combination- of two. factors., Fir_ _

respect choices the force are heavily affectedby police rahk: choices_

flow-up the rank hierarchy (Segal 1973). Second, the larger- these unita

are, the higher the police of their highest -ranking_ member

(Goodmaes gamMa =. .476). .Thus, the rank Aistributioh of the- units in '

the small categdrization may be affecting the proportion of in-group

respect choices.

Also, as expected, the 19ga hmic model provides a

better fit to the data than the simple linear model .

gnificantly.

As shown in Tables 2

and 3, the simple r2 is higher LEar the logarithmi3c model in each of thelg

comparisons (for each subgroup categorization, for both friendship and

respect choites). Qnly'for the small snbgroup categoriZation are the

diffe ences not significant.

COMPARISON TO A THRESHOLD MODEL

-Similar regresswns and tes of correlation differences were per-

.=formed to compare the threshold model to eaah of the first two models.

'The indepehdent variable for the threshold model was the size of the

grOup, with ail stzes beyond-the lireshold recoded to the value the

reshVlA;--As-shmir-i-rrTable-s _ Ilres1Tm

d ta consistently better than the sirtple linear
,J

model This holds for

1.3
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both thresholds for all subgroup categorizations, and for both friend-

ship and respect. Setting the threshold at size 50'yielda four córrela-

tions-that are higher than for size,70 and two.that are the same. Thus; ,

the threshold model is supported more than the linear model, especial

ith.a threshold of 50.

HoWeve

y.

inspection:of Tables 2 and 3 shows that the threshold model

does not fit the data as well as the logarithmic model. For friendship

'choices, the two models yield quite similar cor elations, with the

threshold model being -upe or only .within the lirge subgroup catego

zation, which has a sample size of only 9. For the rest of the

categorieS, the logarithmic model provides the same or a better fit to

the data. Only one difference is significant: the logarithmic odel fits

the'dada Significantly better than the .threshold.of 7O model for the.

combined.categorization.

yor respect choices, the dtfferences Are in the same directions as

for friendship choices.and generally .larger. Again, only one ot the
-

correlation differences (and the same one as for friendship) is sign fi-

cant. Thus though most the differences are not significant, the

linear logarithmic model seems to-be a better choice than the threshold

model for predicting iqLgroup choices, both friendsh p and respect.

COMPARISON BETWEN= THE LOGARITHMIC MODEL AND THE LOG ITHI4IC

THRESHOLD MODEL

simple linear logar thmic. model and the logarithmic threshold model.

14
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all but one of the comparisons, the logarithmic threshold model predicts

proportion of in-group attraction choices better,than does-the simple

logarithmic model. The one exception to this is the case of friendshiR
I

choices in the large subgroup catagor zation. However, none of the

-rn
Ait-fferences is s gnificant. On the basis Of these-results, the conclu--,4,

sion is that the
\

logarithmic threshold.model is the-best one tested;,, h.

this paper- though not significantly better-than the simple togarithmic

model,/, The friendship .choices conform better to the lodel than .do the

respect choices, though both distributions are rather well described by

_-
the model.

th -egard to choosing batween-the two thresholds (50 and 70),

there are three comparisons for friendship and three for respect. For

friendship choices, thp threshold- of 70 has a higher: predictive value

than the threshold of'50 for 2 of-the three comparisons, -though: the

differences are quite small, and they are'eqUivalent in the third. For

respect, the threshold'of 70 has one comparison oft its side, 50 has one,

with the differences again being span, and they are equivalent in the

third Although 70 seems to be slightly better as- the Cr tical- size,

only with more cases between 50 and 70 could a choice beMade between the

two sizes.

Table 4 presents additional results of the regression analysis for

the logarithmic threshold Model. The dependent IJariable is again -he-

-T- denr

' Table 4 About Here'

variable isthe logarithm of the size o: the subgrOup,- cases.
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beyond the threahold recoded to the threshold. Aa can be seen by the F

values and their significance levels, this model has considerable pre-

dictive power.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FOUR MODELS BASED ON SIZE OF CROUP WITH

PREDICTIVE VALUE OF CROUP FUNCTION

As can:be seen from Table 1, there is a relationship between the

size of subgroup of tbe Police organization and the function -f that

'subgroup. That is, _there are dilferences Among the subgroups as to their

level in the organizational structure of the for-e and the duties thay

perform, and these differences are reiated to the size of the.subgroup:'

One might, therefore, suspect that the support

the siie of the subgroup is merely an artifact of the function or

organizational level of the subgroup.

To test for this possibility, another regression analysis was

for the.models baSed-on

performed where the dependent variable was the same as before (propor-
J

tion of in-group choicei) and the independent variable was the function

of the group.. The, latter var able is a nominal scale with saven values:.

headquarters, diviSion, troop, barrack, post, detachment and misce17
,

laneous.' This va ie'was treated aa a seriee',of emmy variables-,,and
\,-

for each ,sUbgroup -categorization, the multiple of the variables-
:

combined are presented in Tables'2 and 3. (It shoukcibe noted that each

Subgroup-Categorization has a different combinat on of values on this

The results show tha this organizationa _ariable has a ronger

16
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relationship to in-group choosing than does simple size of the group for

six of the eight comparisons, three for friendshipand three for respedt.

The differences in this direction. are larger for reSpect than they aro

for friendship. Thus, -the function of the- subgroup is a powerful

predictor of the proportion of choices that'are giVen to other members OfA
the subgroup, especially fOr respect choices, as compared to, the predic-

tive power of the si ple-linear -model However, whenco paced,to the

goga- .ththic and the logarithmic threshOld models,- the differences are

mostly smál

pred'ctive

threshold..,1

with the larger cor elation differences showing a great

ability for the logarithmic modets, :both- linear and

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Four models of the relationship between size :of subgroup and.,

_proportion of -group attraction choices have,, been tested: simple

linear, liilear logarithmic, _threshold, and loge_ thmic threshold.
.

Though all of ,chese modelg, yield significantly.good fits to the, data

used, the logarithmic threshold-model%provides the best fIt, though not .

significantly better than the linear logarithmic model. The,logarithmic

threshold model describes theprocess Of in-group, choosing iendship

and respect) as a positive lien lunction of,the logarithm o_ the size:

of the group, provided the group is below a critical size, sOmewhere

around 50. to 70 members. Abovie the critical size, there are no

t must be nOtedthat the present test involves

17

large, hierarchi-
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cal organization, with a specialized function. This model must be tested

using- subgroups within other organizations of varing sizes and func-

ons. In addition, if the principles of the effect of group size

attrac ion rela ionships supported here are truly general, then they

should be supported by a data set consisting of completely distinct

groups rather than subgroups f the:same organ zation. In order to make

this test, similar'clataWould be neede on eaCh of the groups.

In a sense, the models tésted:here specify the effect of propinquity :

on attraction under different group size conditions Small sroups

presumably are less likely to provide en,ugh friendship-producing con-
.

lacts, so the members must go Outside of -the subgroup for their friends.

Thus, they are likely to have to travelfurther"iri the orgni2ation for

their friends. '',Members of larger subgroups are -o e likely,tO -cheose

their friends among those who are Close to them in'the physical and

social structures of the parent. group.-
-

The dependent variable here is the proportion of choices given to

other members of the subgroup. This is Aifferent from the attractiveness-.

f the subSioup per'se fet the members.and from the average attra-tion

that members have towards each other. These latter two variables can

se ve as measures of the cohesion df the subgrup It Would be quite

=A

interesting to see how these variables are affeced by the size of the

-group. Some,previous research has shown tha_ cohesion is negatively.

.Cartwrght and Zander, 1968:

varia =4

related to the size of the group

such as-degree of formality and munication structure.

18
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_her tests of the models discussed in this paper and related ones

done with empir"cal data,sets that are substantial enough to

con 1 for other variables besides the size of the group. The inclusion

e regression equations in this paper is intended tmenable replica

tions by ot-.4Gr researchers.
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TABLE 1

SUBGROUPS OF TH' MARYLAND STATE POLICE

7Large" Unit Medium" Un1.
Categorization_Ca_tegorization'

Size
Miscellaneous 8 Miscellaneous 8'

Miscellaneous 35 Miscellaneous 35

Miscellaneous 39 Miscellaneous , 39

Headquarters 83 Division 3

Division 3

Division 14..

Division 15

Division 22

Division 26
Troop 102 Barrack 36

Barrack 66

"Small" Unit
Categorization

e of Unit Size
Miscellaneous

Barrack' 102

Miscellaneous 35

Miscellaneous 39'
Division

3

14.

15

.22 -

. 26

7

29

25
41

Division
Division
'Division
Division
Division
Detachment
Barrack
Post
Barrack-

Detachment
Detachment
Barrack
Detachment
Detachment
Detachment
Post
Barrack
Detachment
Barrack.

,Detaqhment
'Post

Post
Barrack

9

26

6

8

10
12

-5

23

7

23

25
7

Troop 150 'Barrack 61 Detachmen lp

Post 21

,Bhrrack 30

Barrack 89. Post 17
e. Barrack/ 34

,Post_
Troop 155 Barrack- .31 Post 10

Barrack _21
Barrack 40 . Detachment 9

Deta4ment
Barraick 22'

Barratk 84-- DetaChment
Detachment

. .

14

DetachMent 15.

Post 18

Barrack 25

Number o 807 Number of 807 liumbertr. 807

Subgroups Subgroups SubgroUps



TABLE 2

'COMPARISONS AMONG-THE FOUR MODELS OF.FRIENDSHIP CHOICE (LINEAR:LOGARITHMIC,
THRESHOLD, LOG THRESHOLD); SELECTED RESULTA

,Simple r2 : bY Subgroup Categorization
,C=71 Large Medium

(N=9

Small
N=20) (N=43)

.40 .70 .5A .39

.61 .93 .78 t45
. .59 , .94 .78 :a

.62 .90
. .79 a

'.63 .95 .79 a

74 .30

Inde endent Variable
Size of Subgroup
,Natural.Log of Size

3. 'Size to,Tbreshold (50)
4. Size to Threshold (70)
5. Ln S,ize to Threshold (50)

n Size to Threshold (70)

Function of Grou

Values of t for Correlation Differences between Mode
by SUb&ouo,Categorization

Models Compared

Linear vs.
Logarithmic

AALLIF,aspeglaA__zati2a
Combined La e -Mediu

..Linear vs 1.

, Threshold (50) 3 -2.8*** -2.4*.

Linear vs.
Threshold.(70) 4 -2.8***

=Logarithmic vs.
threshold (50) 3

Logarithmic va. 2

Threshold (70) 4

Logarithmic vs.
--Log_Threphold

1(50)

Logarithticvs.
Log Threshold

(70)

2

5

2

6 - .5

.2

a

a

aLinear'an0 Threshold are equivalent because there are no cases beyond the
threshold; Logarithmic and Logarithmic Threshold are equivalenUfor the
same reason. %



TABLE 3

COMPARISONS AMONG THE FOUR MODELS-OF RESPECT CHOICE (LINEAR, LOGARITHMIC,
THRESHOLD, LOG n1RESFOLD): SELECTED RESULTS

2 A
E12L_§,'Al2112agJatgREIE2lial_

Comblned Large - Medium Small
endent Variable N9) (N=43)._

1.- ize-or Subgroup! ,37 .33 .24 .42
2. Natural Log of Size .60 .56 .52 .50.
=3. Size to, Threshold: (50) .56 .70
4.- Size torThreshoId (70) .51 .70-' -30 'a
5. Ln Size to Threahold (50 ) .62 , .66 .57

. 77-7Faction o_ Grou

Values.of t for Cortelacion Differences be ween Models,
ion

Sub roil Cate orizAtioil
=Models Com ared_ Combind Lar e e Sthall

Linear vs.
Logarithmic

Linear vs.
Threshold (50 9*** - 0*. .5

L near vs. 1

Threshold '(7O) 4

Logarithmic vs.
Threshold (50). 3 1.1 -1.7 .8 a

Logarithmic vs.
TpAeshold (70) 4 2.2** -1.8 1.2

Logarithmic vs. 2

Log Threshold 5 7 - .2
(50)

Logarithmic ys.
, Log Threshold 9 -1.6 a

(70)

aLinear and Threahold are equivalenr-heca6se.there are no cases bey'ond
the threshoild; Logarithmic and Logarithmic Threshold are equivalent for

.

thesame reason=

.01; ** p < _001

2 4



TABLE 4

LOGARITHMIC THRESHOLD MODEL: ADDITIONAL REGRESSION INFORMATION

±.)esi_ter-eatVariabl_e:Proortiorprithin_s_ubroui:
Subgroup

.-.-Signifi7
Categor- Standard canee_:.7',
ization Threshold B Error of B Beta Constan F df o

. 0232 .7895 . -.2120 95.996 1,58 401

. 0212 ,7911 ._ _7.1689 96.999 1 58 .001-

.0492 .9478 -.8492 . 61.825 1,7_ .001!--
70 ___- _

.336_4_ MOLL-9230' ._7990.__ 124.346- 1 7 .001_
Medium 50 .2431 .0297 .8876 ,.2930 66.846 1,18- ,..001:

70 .2278 .0276 .8893 -'.2582 68.065 -_: Y8 01
.2046 -.0354 .6703 --.1611 33.442; -1,41 .001

Combined- 50 .2269

(IMO) 70 .2092

Large ---- 50

(N20)
Small

(N.43)

none

De endent_Va iable: P-o t ion of Re i e-t Choice01.ithin'Sub ou
Standard

Error:of BThreshold
Signifi-

Beta j" Constant:.- df- eance

F
Combined.

0+1'6

Large

Medium

(D120)

Small'

(1,143

50

70

.210

1944 .0199

.7868

7884

-.3432. 94.223

95.279

1)5

1-5_

.001

.001
50 .3054 .0833 .8109-- -.6776 13,442 - .001
-70 .2655 .0667 29Y -.5833 '15.858 1 7 .001
50 .1472 .0304 - .752(1 '-.1064 23.424 1,18 -.001

70 '___.1350 .0291 .7377 .=.0758 1,18 .001
none .2006 - .0313

. -
.707L --.3200 41.002. 1,41 .001'


